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Star Crossed: Aries Rising
2010-03-02

aquarius logan mcrae is a high school sophomore in terra bella beach ca and has been working all semester to impress her teachers in order to get into the summer writing camp she desperately wants
to attend but when this ordinary girl finds an extraordinary book fearless astrology her life is changed forever applying what she s learned about the zodiac she lands her own column in the school paper
and a date with the hottest guy in school but when logan threatens to catch the members of a secret society called the gears who have been vandalizing school property by reading the stars she quickly
learns that she is in over her head will logan be able to catch the gears save her love life keep her newspaper column and get into the writing camp of her dreams all through the use of astrology

America's Star-Crossed Sweethearts
2010-10-05

the private life of baseball superstar angelo the angel casali is a mystery but sources say a reunion with his estranged father is his reason for returning to italy and now that he s been seen stepping off
the plane with stunning and scandalous starlet atlanta jackson he has added fuel to the media fire after his latest injury angelo s career is in its final inning is this notorious playboy ready to settle down
something tells us we haven t heard the last of our angel

Star Crossed
2010-09-30

a complete manual to the astrology of love and relationshipscontents1 love and the zodiac signs 2 the planets 3 the houses 4 attraction 5 attitude toward romance6 intimacy 7 fidelity and staying power
8 sexuality and sex9 compatibility 10 forecasting 11 combining charts 12 different styles of relationships13 marriage 14 electing a marriage chart15 the end of a romance 16 additional techniques

Star Crossed
2013-02-26

the first novel in a sizzling new series about a public relations firm the stars they represent and everything they d rather keep private he said she said publicist wendy mann has always competed hotly
with her rival daniel blackstone but this time they re headed for a collision wendy s job is on the line if she doesn t save the image of a spoiled young starlet who s posting provocative pictures of herself
all over the internet in a snarky attempt at revenge on her former boyfriend daniel is representing the ex a onetime teen heartthrob who never grew up with the feuding hollywood pair scheduled to
appear on the same las vegas awards show daniel and wendy are determined to do whatever it takes to defend their own clients unfortunately the chemistry between wendy and daniel is even more
explosive than that of their hollywood stars l o v e was always a four letter word for these two ultra competitors they never counted on the scorching heat that erupts between them but wendy s high
gloss exterior hides a dark past one that s lurking behind the bright vegas lights their careers are on the line and so is wendy s life

Star-Crossed Sculptors
2024-04-26

in the heart of chennai under the cloak of a humid night a heated competition unfolds amidst the ancient sri meenakshi temple maya a young sculptor brimming with artistic passion finds herself drawn to
the unveiling of the monument design two finalists their styles as contrasting as night and day stand poised for victory one with a bold innovative design a swirling vortex of metal rings painted in
mesmerizing hues the other a more traditional sculptor presents a white marble figure yearning towards the heavens as the winning design is revealed a wave of emotions washes over the crowd
innovation takes center stage leaving the traditional creation shrouded in disappointment yet maya witnesses a different story the heartbreak etched on the face of the rejected sculptor a silent
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connection sparks between them a shared understanding of the vulnerability that comes with baring your soul through art this is not just a tale of a competition but a journey of artistic discovery it s
about the clash between tradition and innovation the struggle for recognition and the unwavering pursuit of creative dreams maya inspired by the audacious design and the resilience of the defeated
artist embarks on her own artistic path she vows to forge a style that blends the wisdom of the past with a touch of bold innovation a reflection of the vibrant city that cradled her artistic spirit will maya
find her own artistic voice will the traditional sculptor rise above the ashes of rejection dive into this story of artistic passion heartbreak and the transformative power of competition

America's Star-Crossed Sweethearts
2010-10-01

the private life of baseball superstar angelo the angel casali is a mystery but sources say a reunion with his estranged father is his reason for returning to italy and now that he s been seen stepping off
the plane with stunning and scandalous starlet atlanta jackson he has added fuel to the media fire after his latest injury angelo s career is in its final inning is this notorious playboy ready to settle down
something tells us we haven t heard the last of our angel

A Star-crossed Golden Age
1998

this collection of essays grew out of a national endowment for the humanities institute directed by frederick a de armas and contains essays by the director some of the visiting faculty and the
participants the book seeks to develop the link between mythology and the comedia through a number of approaches including astrology cartomancy pre socratic elemental cosmology iconography
hagiography metamorphoses lacanian psychoanalysis jungian principles the philosophy of schopenhauer santayana s poetics syncretism gender studies and vedic theories

Star Crossed
2018-07-16

when jasmine walker returns to harbor falls after a fifteen year absence she expects to tie up some legalities of a will and head back to her home in atlanta that same day what she doesn t expect is for
her troubled teenage past to collide with her well planned professional future when ms leinie harbor crockett dies and leaves something for jasmine walker in her will jasmine returns to harbor falls to
meet with the attorney of the estate and learns she has inherited the contents of a safety deposit box a letter explains ms leinie s wishes and the stipulations around jasmine s inheritance stipulations and
requests that jasmine may not be able to fulfill ms leinie s wishes do not align with jasmine s busy life in atlanta nor does running into her old high school boyfriend jack ackerman the last person jack
expects to see at the bank that day is jasmine walker but once he does he knows he is not going to let her leave without a conversation fifteen years fell away in a heartbeat and he needs to understand
why she left harbor falls in the first place jasmine s confessions leave him confused and angry but he refuses to believe she no longer has feelings for him when jack learns his inheritance is intertwined
with jasmine s things suddenly become clearer with her passing is ms leinie orchestrating a star crossed reunion from the grave bringing two young lovers back together after fifteen lonely years of hurt
secrets and misunderstandings

Natalie and R.J.: The Star-Crossed Love Affair of Natalie Wood and Robert Wagner
2011-11-28

their relationship was that of fairy tales their devotion so intense they wed each other not once but twice in the first book to focus on both natalie wood and robert wagner the author of the bestseller
gable lombard and the critically acclaimed book cary grant gives us a scintillating portrait of this glamorous and exciting couple from their early years working for the studio system to the final shattering
hours before natalie wood s life tragically ended we follow them on their roller coaster ride of the ups and downs and the magic and the madness of this couple who became hollywood royalty
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Star Crossed: Taurus Eyes
2010-05-04

having been accepted into the summer writing camp in monterey ca logan worked so hard for in aries rising she is on her way to becoming a real published author she needs to impress the camp s
instructor henry jaffa a renowned journalist paranormal investigator and fellow aquarian whom she hopes will see the promise in her writing and become her mentor but when logan is stuck writing about
an obscure folk singer sean baylor whose spirit is rumored to be haunting the quaint seaside town she is not sure that she will be able to complete her assignment will logan be able to utilize her
knowledge of the planets to impress henry jaffa work through her romantic tug of war with the camp brooding bad boy jeremy solve the mystery of sean baylor s death all while competing with the
overachieving writers for the coveted spots in the camp s anthology

Star-Crossed Sweethearts / Secret Prince, Instant Daddy!: Star-Crossed Sweethearts / Secret Prince, Instant Daddy!
(Mills & Boon Cherish)
2010-10-01

star crossed sweethearts it s a media circus when baseball superstar angelo casali returns home to italy with stunning and scandalous starlet atlanta jackson is this notorious playboy ready to settle down

Bella Rosa Proposals: Star-Crossed Sweethearts (The Brides of Bella Rosa) / Firefighter's Doorstep Baby (The Brides of
Bella Rosa) / The Bridesmaid's Baby (Baby Steps to Marriage...) (Mills & Boon By Request)
2013-06-01

star crossed sweethearts

Aries Rising
2010-05-21

aquarius logan mcrae is a high school sophomore in terra bella beach ca and has been working all semester to impress her teachers in order to get into the summer writing camp she desperately wants
to attend but when this ordinary girl finds an e

Starcrossed
2012-03

a a gill s first novel sap rising garnered a galaxy of reviews when it was published from the enchanted among the most original novels of the year financial times to the hysterical do not buy this book
guardian from the delirious extremely funny time out to the outraged frightful pile of garbage to the contradictory he writes so brilliantly daniel farson evening standard extremely badly written hideously
and unamusingly obscene a n wilson evening standard it can reasonably be said that sap rising was one of the most visible books of the year now comes something equally striking and completely
different starcrossed like byron john dart poet and bookshop assistant wakes up one morning and finds himself if not quite famous then the next best thing in bed with someone famous lee montana
singer film star and the most famous woman in the world wakes up one morning and finds she s had carnal knowledge of a shop assistant which doesn t have quite the same exclamatory ring to it
antigone doesn t wake up at all she is a 2 000 year old dead greek girl with a truculent disposition and a bad dose of destiny tentatively john and lee embark on a sort of affair with three unequal partners
the two of them and antigone s bitter shadow is fame the beauty parlour of the dead can the gods fall in love should a poet fuck with his muse in his dazzling new novel a a gill flirts with capricious
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destiny and hitchhikes on the boulevard of fate

Starcrossed
2013-01-21

the starstruck adventure continues just when you thought your happy ever after was a done deal i spent the first fifteen years of my life as a nerdy nobody before discovering my true identity as the long
lost princess of a secret civilization now i m dodging extraterrestrial paparazzi while trying to keep the truth from my adoptive aunt and uncle and everyone at school at least i can be myself with my
boyfriend and literal soulmate rigel whenever we re together it s easy to forget the responsibilities that will eventually come with my new status but when a new boy arrives at jewel high everything i
thought i knew about myself and my future is turned upside down now the very destiny that lifted me from obscurity threatens to tear me away from rigel and our happy ever after now with two planets
conspiring against us where is there to run book 2 of the award winning starstruck series where teen romance blends with science fiction to open a whole new world of action adventure and discovery
themes forbidden love fated mates genetic attraction clean young adult romance psychics telepathy paranormal supernatural secret princess mars alien love young leadership love triangle

Rising Star
1981

the first popular history of the making of the mason dixon line the mason dixon line surely the most famous surveyors line ever drawn represents one of the greatest and most difficult scientific
achievements of its time but behind this significant triumph is a thrilling story one that has thus far eluded both historians and surveyors in this engrossing narrative professional surveyor edwin danson
takes us on a fascinating journey with charles mason and jeremiah dixon two gifted and exuberant english surveyors through the fields and forests of eighteenth century america vividly describing life in
the backwoods and the hardships and dangers of frontier surveying drawing the line discloses for the first time in 250 years many hitherto unknown surveying methods revealing how mason and dixon
succeeded where the best american surveyors of the period failed in accessible ordinary language danson masterfully throws the first clear light on the surveying of the mason dixon line set in the social
and historical context of pre revolutionary america this book is a spellbinding account of one of the great and historic achievements of its time advance praise for drawing the line drawing the line
combines a fast moving story a human drama and a clear account of surveying in the era of george washington an intriguing interaction of politics and science charles royster boyd professor of history
louisiana state university and winner of the bancroft prize in history

Star-Crossed
1988

avery has loved aria for so long he doesn t know how to live any other way unfortunately his undying adoration for aria was never reciprocated at the same time they spent years being pushed apart and
missing opportunities falling in and out of love with others completely wrong for them now decades after he first fell in love with her as kids they meet again and this time fate finally plays into their hands
causing avery to give up his entire life for the woman of his dreams but the one thing he s always wanted ends up shattering his expectations in the most heart wrenching way follow this story filled with
love loss and devastating secrets sometimes the love you wait a lifetime for is the love that will destroy you

Drawing the Line
2001-06-12

from simon schuster asia rising is jim rowher s thesis on why america will prosper as asia s economies boom rohwer contends that rather than posing a threat to american business the revitalization of
asia s economic strength opens tremendous new markets and vast financial and business opportunities for forward thinking companies all this despite asia s traditional role as a source of cheap labor
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Avery & Aria
2021-10-23

this book by dream expert leon nacson is more than just a dream dictionary or a thesaurus it is a definitive dream decoder finally you can simply and effortlessly discover the true meaning behind the
symbols in your dreams unlike traditional dream dictionaries this book presents the meanings behind modern day symbols such as mobile phones boom boxes and dvd players for example spiders are
becoming more common in dreams because we spend more time on the world wide these days traditional dictionaries might simply describe spiders as symbols of danger and entrapment ultimately this
book will become the benchmark for accurate dream interpretation

Asia Rising
1996-11-06

2 people discover that they are reincarnated lovers from seven centuries ago now they can continue this old love affair in the present

A Stream of Dreams
2003-12-31

detective lieutenant matt warners children died in a fire he arrived too late to save them shortly afterward wife committed suicide with his service revolver and took a part of him with her to the grave
alone and beaten down by the guilt of always being too late matt is handed the most difficult case of his career women are being attacked theyre beaten and raped then given flowers and a verse of
poetry hes sure it means something but has no idea what it could be so he turns to the local librarian for help shes not only able to recognize a link but also identify the verses as parts of shakespearean
plays weaving together the literary history and character motivation it becomes apparent someone is after a specific woman and using the attacks to terrorize her finally able to determine the woman in
danger matt is willing to mobilize the entire police force to protect her but she doesnt want his help will he get to her in time to save her life or will her death paralyze him with guilt forever after

Star Crossed
2011-04-26

an international bestseller a libraryreads and indie next pick a trio of second born daughters sets out on a whirlwind journey through the lush italian countryside to break the family curse that says they ll
never find love by new york times bestseller lori nelson spielman author of the life list since the day filomena fontana cast a curse upon her sister more than two hundred years ago not one second born
fontana daughter has found lasting love some like second born emilia the happily single baker at her grandfather s brooklyn deli claim it s an odd coincidence others like her sexy desperate for love
cousin lucy insist it s a true hex but both are bewildered when their great aunt calls with an astounding proposition if they accompany her to her homeland of italy aunt poppy vows she ll meet the love of
her life on the steps of the ravello cathedral on her eightieth birthday and break the fontana second daughter curse once and for all against the backdrop of wandering venetian canals rolling tuscan fields
and enchanting amalfi coast villages romance blooms destinies are found and family secrets are unearthed secrets that could threaten the family far more than a centuries old curse

NIGER DELTA:Cusp of the Star-crossed Lovers
1888

16 year old digger thrives as a spy and sneak thief among the feuding religious factions of gerse but when a routine job goes horribly wrong and her partner and lover tegen is killed she disguises herself
in a group of young nobles and sneaks out of the city accepted as a lady in waiting at the stronghold of the powerful nemair she finds new peace and friendship and some new targets but when an old
client from the city comes to the castle she realizes her hosts may be planning the ultimate uprising against the king and rather than true peace she may be at the heart of the rebellion now with an
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extensive excerpt of the daring sequel liar s moon

Star-crossed
2011-08-26

the first book in josephine angelini s internationally bestselling series starcrossed is a passionate love story that began thousands of years ago in a world of gods and mortals when shy awkward helen
hamilton sees lucas delos for the first time she thinks two things the first that he is the most ridiculously beautiful boy she has seen in her life the second that she wants to kill him with her bare hands
with an ancient curse making them loathe one another lucas and helen have to keep their distance but sometimes love is stronger than hate and not even the gods themselves can prevent what will
happen continue the modern mythology trilogy with dreamless

Star-Crossed Murders
2020-11-17

with humour sass peril and betrayal this book had it all the romance reviews on spellbound when everything they ve built is threatened only their bond remains new york 1925 psychometric rory brodigan
s life hasn t been the same since the day he met arthur kenzie arthur s continued quest to contain supernatural relics that pose a threat to the world has captured rory s imagination and his heart but
arthur s upper class upbringing still leaves rory worried that he ll never measure up especially when arthur s aristocratic ex arrives in new york for arthur there s only rory but keeping the man he s fallen
for safe is another matter altogether when a group of ruthless paranormals throw the city into chaos the two men s strained relationship leaves rory vulnerable to a monster from arthur s past with dark
forces determined to tear them apart rory and arthur will have to draw on every last bit of magic up their sleeves and in the end it s the connection they ve formed without magic that will be tested like
never before magic in manhattan book 1 spellbound book 2 starcrossed book 3 wonderstruck standalone proper scoundrels

The Star-Crossed Sisters of Tuscany
2011-11-01

a 2008 yalsa quick picks for reluctant young adult readers list nominee how can christy marlowe an impulsive wise cracking horoscope junkie be in love with ben a well mannered college freshman who
prefers astronomy over astrology their fateful first meeting takes place at a plastic surgeon s office where both hope to erase painful memories along with unwanted tattoos is it a bad omen that ben has
the same name as christy s ex boyfriend a drug pedaling punk in juvie for murder it s hard for christy to care when ben sends her heart racing through galaxies of bliss just as ben is worried about christy
s obsessed ex who s back on the streets christy is troubled by the sadness lurking in ben s ice blue eyes burying the past isn t easy and this comedy of love turns upside down when christy and ben
become ensnared in their own lies starcrossed or starmates can they forgo romeo and juliet s tragic fate and find their way back to truth and trust

StarCrossed
2011-06-03

the highly anticipated conclusion to the international bestselling starcrossed saga the dice have always been loaded against her helen was always fated to start a war even after defeating the olympians
and taking up the mantle as the most powerful of all the scions helen still wasn t able to save her father bereft and betrayed by lucas helen falls into a downward spiral but the fates aren t done with her
yet star crossed in love she was destined for destruction the cycle was never meant to be broken helen learns that her final purpose is to be the spark that sets the whole world on fire to prevent this from
happening she must do the impossible and defeat the moirae if she fails she risks ending up like oedipus meeting her fate on the road she has taken to escape it will love be the key that finally trumps
fate
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Starcrossed
2020-05-18

this ebook bundle features both starcrossed and dreamless the first two books in the bestselling starcrossed series by josephine angelini starcrossed when shy awkward helen hamilton sees lucas delos
for the first time she thinks two things the first that he is the most ridiculously beautiful boy she has seen in her life the second that she wants to kill him with her bare hands with an ancient curse making
them loathe one another lucas and helen have to keep their distance but sometimes love is stronger than hate and not even the gods themselves can prevent what will happen dreamless tasked with
descending to the underworld and killing the furies helen must endure hellish torture whenever she goes to sleep she wanders around the various levels of hell with no idea how to complete her task and
she s beginning to suffer from extreme exhaustion although she still trains with the delos clan helen and lucas are coming to terms with the fact that they cannot be together lucas believes that the only
way helen will complete her quest is if he leaves her alone completely so he tells her he doesn t want to see her again and that he never loved her distraught helen carries on with her mission and for the
first time meets another person down in the shadowy underworld orion descended from adonis and with the power to control desire he is the heir to the house of rome and an outcast he s also kind of hot
confused by her conflicting emotions but glad to have an ally in hell helen begins to realize the enormity of her task the trilogy is complete with the final book goddess

Starcrossed
2010-09-08

a delightful and complex mix of comedy and fantasy a sensual love story set in a sensational world i hope for more from this talented author usa today bestselling author christie ridgway a convenient
marriage that can save or destroy a world connall storm is a man with aspirations a two name bastard on the colony of last hope he enters a pragmatic marriage hoping to discover a treasure that will
give him the power and wealth he wants but in order to find it he and his new wife must embark on a perilous expedition into the western mountains and come back alive little does he guess that
guarding his heart against his exasperating and far too sexy wife will be the real challenge arkana crystal song has blue blood the finest education and an unexpected massively irritating new husband all
she wanted to do was find out what happened to her parents who disappeared years ago now she s stuck trekking through the wilderness with a man who drives her absolutely crazy and she s starting to
like the feeling a bit too much it isn t long before connall and arkana s fiery arguments flare into scorching passion but when they come across a deadly alien menace on their travels their love will face
the ultimate test are they strong enough to save themselves and their entire world

Starcrossed
2024-03-05

it s a dog gone mystery what s happened to seneca s beloved pooch alistair when seneca finds that her beloved bulldog is actually a handsome young heir to a wizard mafia family s fortune she s
understandably surprised but when she finds out that her own missing father was the one who turned the young man into a dog and then bound him to his daughter using magic seneca s downright
angry while she s trying to find a solution to her sticky situation there s a murder in the magical realm her father s former business partner has been killed could her father be the killer and can she find
him before the magical mafia does so she can break the binding spell save the newfound heir and get her life back to some sort of normal with a little help from her coven two talking cats one former dog
and a cute wizard cop anything is possible

Endless: A Starcrossed Novel
2013-03-21

leisa rayven has captivated millions of fans with her intoxicating romance set behind the theater s curtains for the first time together in an exhilarating ebook bundle fall in love again with the starcrossed
series bad romeo cassie taylor was the good girl actress until she met bad boy ethan holt in their college s production of romeo and juliet like their characters cassie and ethan s epic romance ended in
tragedy but now years later they re on broadway together and ethan is determined to change their ending broken juliet reunited ex lovers cassie and ethan are starring in a broadway show together and
ethan claims to be a changed man but can cassie believe him or has their love been broken beyond repair wicked heart elissa holt has only ever loved liam quinn but when they have to work together on
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his new broadway show alongside his fiancé elissa realizes that love doesn t always follow the script

Starcrossed / Dreamless
2014-02-13

leisa rayven crashes onto the romance scene laughing flirting and just daring us to put bad romeo down i couldn t christina lauren new york times bestselling author of beautiful bastard while performing
the greatest love story of all time they discovered one of their own cassie taylor was just another good girl acting student ethan holt was the bad boy on campus then one fated casting choice for romeo
and juliet changed it all like the characters they were playing onstage cassie and ethan s epic romance seemed destined until it ended in tragedy when he shattered her heart now they ve made it to
broadway where they re reunited as romantic leads once again and their passionate scenes force them to confront the heartbreaking lows and pulse pounding highs of their intense college affair for
ethan losing cassie was h is biggest regret and he s determined to redeem himself but for cassie even though ethan was her first and only great love he hurt her too much to ever be trusted again the
trouble is when it comes to love sometimes it s the things that aren t good for us that are the most irresistible don t miss the intoxicating romance beloved by more than two million fans online

Starcrossed Bride
2019-06-07

the much anticipated continuation to scions the prequel to the starcrossed series the 1 international bestseller presumed dead daphne and ajax try to steal away what happiness they can while living as
outcasts when they discover that the fates aren t done with them yet ajax may have escaped death but his fate is sealed like mice in a maze both are led back to new york city where daphne must find a
way to keep the fates from killing ajax but returning to the city puts them both in grave danger and they are forced to seek help in the unlikeliest of places from a reluctant heir to the house of athens and
from a prince of the house of rome but their biggest challenge will come from tantalus heir to the house of thebes who has been busy plotting to start the war he knows he is destined to win but who
tragically finds himself caught between his devotion to his brother and his obsession with daphne

Spellbound & Starcrossed
2016-11-29

the perfect start to the starcrossed series dive into the world of modern day demigods with a dazzling enemies to lovers novel from bestselling author josephine angelini this greek mythology series is
ideal for fans of alexandra bracken and chloe gong new york city 1993 it wasn t daphne s choice to move into the heart of a struggle that has been secretly waging for thirty three hundred years but not
much in her life has been up to her fate has brought daphne daughter of zeus and heir to the house of atreus to where the descendants of the greek gods can shed blood over her once again men are
fated to kill for her but new york holds a surprise for daphne and her cursed face the same one that once launched a thousand ships a series of murals painted all over town mysteriously pull at her in
ways she can t understand that s because the artist is ajax delos son of apollo scion of the house of thebes and daphne s mortal enemy she found the one worth dying for with the fates manipulating
them both like pieces on a chessboard daphne and ajax must find a way to break the cycle of destruction set in motion by their ancestors before the walls of troy or risk becoming yet another pair of star
crossed lovers doomed to repeat the same fatal mistakes

Starcrossed, the Complete Series
2015-01-01

the eagerly anticipated continuation of the starcrossed saga the 1 international bestselling series a fate avoided after successfully using a clever bit of trickery to avoid all out war with the gods and
defeat zeus helen sets out to enjoy her final year of high school with lucas and her friends a debt owed but happily ever after eludes her zeus has found a way to strike back at helen from inside the
prison she devised for him growing weaker with every one of zeus attacks helen scrambles to complete the three tasks she owes to the titans hurling through time on cronus bidding a promise broken but
helen s odyssey proves to be more challenging than she could have imagined because lucas has mysteriously started pulling away from her burdened by a secret that threatens to tear them apart
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Bad Romeo: Starcrossed 1
2023-10-03

usa today bestselling author megan linski weaves a dark contemporary romantic thriller of deception mystery and love my name is christine and i m on the run from a cult that wants me dead annabelle
lane is the cult s cunning and venomous leader who forced me to commit crimes that are unforgivable annabelle s threats aren t to be taken lightly and everybody knows that once you re in the cult you
re in it for life after fleeing the cult and being attacked in the darkness of night i m rescued by a kind stranger named ian he takes me in sheltering me from the cult within the safety of a small farm town
called merryton despite ian s attempts to win me over i resist the pull of his love and my own strong feelings for him but ian is willing to sacrifice everything to keep me alive and i m worried it s going to
get him killed is falling for him worth losing everything there s a mystery brewing in this sleepy little town and the cult is trailing my every move i m certain that nobody crosses annabelle without paying
the ultimate price these starcrossed lives of ours is a new adult crime novel full of unexpected twists set in a cozy small town this standalone story features mystery romance and a shocking ending

Outcasts: A Starcrossed Prequel
2022-10-04

Scions: A Starcrossed Novel
2023-04-04

Timeless: A Starcrossed Novel
2021-04-27

These Starcrossed Lives of Ours
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